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if i,j,k represent the dextral set of orthogona_
unit vectors fixed in.the body-fixed fr__me, then.e I i(.
the rotation_of _', O21s the rotation of j and 0 3 Is the
rotation of k.
The angular velocity of the orbiter can be
transformed from the inertial frame to the body-fixed
frame for the body-three angles as
: MT_) (2)
m im
The total kinetic energy expression of the systeE,




T :. T o + T 1 + T 2 (3)
T O is the kinetic energy of the shuttle and is
as
To= 112 ml vTv + 1/2 mTIlm (4)
kinetic energy of the flexible beam is T 1 and it
T i= 1/2mV T V n+ 1/2 - mV o c_m__+ d_dm
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The kinetic energy T 2 , of the tip mass (theis
T T_ °
T2, : 1/2 m2V0 VO - m2V_o a(L)m__ + m2_ d(L)
- 1/2 m2m__T_- (L)a_(L)m_+ m 2 _Ta(L)d(L)
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-;bstituting T o, T ! and T2 from the foregoing
• ]k
_.o equation (3), the total kinetic energy
can be written as
T T














m :m + pL+m
0 I 2
H = ( DL ÷ m0 _ ÷ m 2B_C(L) ÷ pL_
I o = ll+J + 1 2
also
A(AI q = a+ m2 L)
A2 _ "" _ ""
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T(L) is given as
(L) =
m. I
¢1x (L) 0 0
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where the nonlinear term NliS given









and the chain rule in the
rotational equations are
• • •
H_/ + I0 __+ A 2 q = _Get) + N 2
m _im
where GFt) is the net moment about




G=G +( r+a )xF
_ _ 0 -- -- -2
(29)
and the nonlinear term N_e is given in terms of
transformations M and C, and m__, V and 6) .The vibration
equations of the beam can be obtained by again using
Lagrange's equations and the potential energy function
"I"
I
U = 1/2 q K q (30)
_here the stiffness matrix K
[" EI f_ _i") 4 1K = L 3
The vibration equations are





Io __ + A 2"q = _G(t) + N 2( -_)
Te oo
A._ _ + A3 q = -Kq
(33)
(34)
Equation (33) can be rewritten as
__ .: Io I[ G_+ N2( m__}- A 2_ ]








E_ = cos ¢/2
= x sin ¢/2














Fig. 1 Sl_oecraft Control Experiment (SCOLE)
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Moment Component G1 vs. Time
(Axis of Rotation)
















Fig. 8 Moment Component G 2 vs. Time
(Axis of Rotation)
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